Attention Faculty & Students from all Disciplines

Planning to Conduct Scholarly or Creative Research in the 2017-18 Academic Year?

Apply to the Provost’s Student-Faculty Undergraduate Research Program!

Background
Pace is committed to strengthening the undergraduate research climate. Through this program, now in its seventh year, Pace aims to increase opportunities for students to undertake research with faculty.

Concept
Faculty and students will work together on a research project during the upcoming academic year. Faculty and students need to apply as a pair. A small stipend will be offered to each faculty member and student participant ($750 for the faculty and $500 for the student).

Expectations
Faculty and students are expected to submit their findings for possible publication, in addition to presenting at Pace’s end of the year research showcase program in which all participants will be recognized for their work.

Recognition
Based on the quality of their work, several research pairs will be selected at the end of year showcase to receive some funding toward participating in a conference appropriate to their research experience.

For more information and an application
Contact Linnette Veloso of the Division for Student Success at lveloso@pace.edu or 212-346-1282. Applications are due by Monday, May 15, 2017.
Q: Who is eligible for the program?
A: Pace Undergraduate students and faculty (both adjunct and full time) from any discipline are eligible for the program. (Adjunct professors must commit to work with the student for an entire year.)

Q: What are the program requirements throughout the year, if selected?
A: The program requirements are as follows:

— Students and faculty must work closely together throughout the year on the research project
— Prepare end-of-year research summary and student assessment
— Attend end-of-year research showcase where students will present findings (or at least the research carried out to date)
— Submit findings to Pace's Digital Commons (or other publication) or present at a relevant conference

In addition, students will blog twice throughout the year an end-of-year report, all of which faculty members will review and approve in advance.

Q: What can students gain from this experience?
A: Students can expect to:

— Work closely with a professor while gaining hands-on experience in your field
— Strengthen your research, critical thinking, analytical, and writing skills
— Make connections in your academic field
— Obtain additional areas of expertise to include on your resume

Q: Do faculty and students have to apply together?
A: Yes, faculty and students need to apply together

Q: Is there a stipend?
A: Yes, there is a $750 stipend for the faculty mentor and there is a stipend of $500 for student which can be used for supplies or other related research expenses. Students and Faculty receive half their stipend in the fall and the other in the spring semester.

Q: How do we apply?
A: Contact Linnette Veloso of the Division for Student Success: lveloso@pace.edu or 212-346-1282.
Applications are due by Monday, May 15, 2017.

Q: Is there any kind of recognition for superior research?
A: The two top pairs (one from each campus) will be selected by a team of faculty and administrators. $2,000 will be awarded to each winning pair to be used toward a national conference in their field.